Genetics of litter size in three maternal lines of rabbits: repeatability versus multiple-trait models.
Variance components were estimated in 3 lines of rabbits selected for litter size at weaning (A, Prat, and V) to test one of the assumptions of the models used for selection: that litter size data at different parities are repeated measurements of the same trait. Multiple-trait analyses were performed for the total number of kits born (TB), the number of kits born alive (BA), and the number of kits weaned (NW) per litter. Estimates were obtained by REML in multivariate analyses, including all of the information of the selection criteria, under a repeatability model or a multiple-trait model, considering litter size at the first, second, and subsequent parities as different traits. Models included the fixed effects of the physiological status of the female and the year-season of mating day, buck and doe random permanent environmental effects, and doe additive genetic effects. Results indicated that prolificacy was determined mainly by doe components and that the service sire had a very small effect. Heritabilities for the first and second parities were greater than the estimates obtained under the repeatability model (0.04 to 0.14 for the repeatability model). In the A and V lines, similar values of heritability were found at the first and second parities, but in the Prat line heritability at the second parity was always greater than at the first and greater parities (values of 0.21, 0.17, and 0.15 for TB, BA, and NW, respectively, in second parities of the Prat line). Genetic correlations between the same traits at different parities were approximately 0.8 for all traits in line A, but much lower in the other 2 lines. On average, the values were 0.64 for TB, 0.48 for BA, and 0.39 for NW between the first and second parities, and 0.65 for TB, 0.56 for BA, and 0.45 for NW between the first and third and greater parities. Genetic correlations between the second and greater parities showed the greatest values (approximately 0.8) in lines A and Prat for all traits, but they were lower in line V (0.63 for BA and 0.37 for NW). The heterogeneity of heritabilities and genetic correlations between parities lower than 0.9 suggests that litter size at different parities could be considered as different traits when genetic evaluations are performed. However, when the accuracies of predicted breeding values under a multiple-trait and a repeatability model were calculated, assuming the first to be the true model, the values obtained were nearly the same for all traits in all lines.